Ferroresonant Charger
This automatic control charger is perfect for charging several different battery sizes and configurations. The CCL charger is a universal ferroresonant charger with a constant current to the battery of 28 amps. Input voltage is 120/1/60 and draws a maximum of 15 amps ac so it can be plugged into any standard wall outlet. Also available in other AC voltages.

Standard Control V1046371
Features
• Available with standard fully automatic control or optional mechanical timer
• Portable (models with cart)
• Improved Serviceability
• Standard control - Charge 3 to 24 cells
• Optional Control - Charge 1, 2, 3 or up to 24 cells

Ideal for Rental Fleets and as a Loaner
There are several applications such as: rental fleets, service loaners, and shop applications that make this a real money saver. It’s no longer necessary to stock all the variations of charger sizes that tie up money, or cause you to deal with logistics issues. This unit will provide the maximum output current possible from a 120 volt / 15 amp receptacle.

Models
CCS2/24-28C1 (Charger with Standard Control)
CCS2/24-28C1MT (Charger with Mechanical Timer Control)
LS2/24-28C1 (Charger with Standard Control and Wheeled Cart)
LS2/24-28C1MT (Charger with Mechanical Timer Control and Wheeled Cart)

Specifications
• 120 VAC input, 15 amps maximum AC line draw
• Fixed output current of 28 amps DC for up to 24 lead-acid cells
• Weight: 120 lbs. including cart
• Overall dimensions: 36”H, 27”W, 17-3/4”D
• Control: Mechanical timer (Settable for 16 hour maximum charge)
• AC power cord: 8-foot of 14/3 SJTOW cord w/molded 15-amp plug
• DC cables: 10-foot
• Connector: SB 175 gray connector
• Optional connector: Dual plug w/HD guard (175/350) PN V10038199
• UL cUL Listed

Note: Design and/or specifications are subject to change without notice. If questions arise, contact your local sales representative for clarification.